UCF chomps UF
Baseball swamps Florida with 14 hits, six runs in Tuesday’s win — SEE SPORTS, A6

 Fast food famine
Aqua Teen film, others, bring little to movie buffet this weekend — SEE WEEKLY, A6

UCF to go back into the Knight
Golden Knights to be known only as Knights on June 14

WOODY WOMMACK Staff News

UCF students will have to say goodbye to golden this June when the UCF Golden Knights get a new choice.

Instead of the current nickname, the UCF Golden Knights will be known only as the Knights, beginning in 2014. According to a news release from the UCF Athletics Department, a campaign called “The Knights Are Coming Home” will begin on the same day to introduce the change and will continue through the summer.

The school was first known as the University of Central Florida Technological University Commonwealth.

After a brief battle between the administration and the students, the nickname became the Knights, according to Joe Horrigan, assistant athletic director for athletics communications and a spokesman for UCF Athletics.

The name was again changed to Golden Knights in the early 1990s. In addition to the name change, a new logo will be unveiled at the first event of "The Knights Are Coming Home." The event will be held at the main campus bookstore, and attendees will get their first look at the new merchandise that will go on sale the next day, June 25.

"No question that this is a great time to be a UCF Knight," said Keith Brikke, UCF’s director of athletics.

Protesters criticize UCF ties to military contractors

MATT MORRISON Staff Photo

At 12:20 p.m. on Wednesday, the five-person assembly in front of the Student Union was as calm as it could be. Students, faculty and visitors passed through on their way to other destinations or sat in shady patches. No one seemed to notice the small metal table in the center of the walkway.

A poster board taped to the front of the table bore the message, "Hello, why am I walking out on April 26?" It showed an empty room of anyone who could answer that question. The only contents were a collection of discarded lunch boxes and a salivating megaphone, train set for move.

But in 45 minutes, the place would transform. Students opposed to the war, and some professors, said UCF’s partnership with the military-industrial complex, walked out of their classrooms at 12:00 p.m. and presented a demonstration of both the war and the university, before marching to Millikan Hall to deliver letters of condemnation to UCF President John Hitt.

"There should be nobody hungry in this country with the money we’re spending on war," said Eric Eingold, an organizer of the walkout.

Eingold said the Iraq war is "the continuation of failure" and criticized UCF for its involvement with companies such as Lockheed Martin and Northrop Grumman.

"We have a continued focus not on peace, but on military research," Eingold said. "Bombs are not designed to build schools. They’ve designed to destroy and blow up buildings."

Eingold suggested that money now used to fund military technology could be used to advance more peaceful goals such as funding the arts or public science.

Professor Tony Hickson, who agreed with Eingold’s claim. The money used to fund the projects Eingold takes issue with comes from corporations, and the university cannot dictate where it will be spent, Hickson said. He noted that companies like Harris offer students ties to military contractors.

"We understand we’re doing things that (students for a Democratic Society) 88, but we understand they sometimes like to push the envelope," he said.

UCF professors march to Millikan Hall with a second rally outside before marching down Millikan to deliver letters to President John Hitt’s office.
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THE NHU WAY OF THE WARRIOR

Scott Griley

The words “cuong nhu” probably don’t ring a bell with many people. However, this Vietnamese martial art is going on its second year at a club at UCF and incorporates many well-known fighting styles.

Developed in 1965, cuong nhu, pronounced “cong new,” is relatively new in the field of martial arts and draws directly from karate, aikido, move to double tambo, spear and pronounced club at don’t ring a bell with many people.

The words Williams for over 1977, where he served as president of the Cuong Nhu Association. He died in May of 2000.

After receiving his doctorate, Dong to be president of the University of Florida. It’s not about combat, but avoiding conflict - is dealing with conflict. is a large body.

learn how these principles of fighting make to the daily lives of a martial artist in their interactions with people everyday.

English and theatre double major Tihoa Adams has been training at the UCF Cuong Nhu Club since August 2006.

“When I was looking for a fun new activity, I did a lot of research. Adams wrote in an e-mail. Cuong nhu seemed to involve many different styles into one form. So I went to the class and the people there, and they informed me that they join with the head. Tihoa Adams is involved in Cuong nhu. For me, I feel like I’m getting the best training because these instructors teach for free and they’re practicing marital arts on me.”

If you will be flying as sand is from the clearing of construction sites on a big mound of mud?” Damon said. “Ibis Hills is going to attract a lot of students to volunteer and increasing our student activity in the Campus. The event should encourage older students connected to our community to bond with and meet fellow students to attend the event.”

As the event approaches, Late Knight’s events, mostly of freshmen. As the event approaches, Late Knights events, mostly of freshmen.

“I was one of those things I would go as a freshman, but not now that I’m older said Stephanie Panagakis, a sophomore radio-television-electronic media major. ‘When my father had a heart attack, he died in 2007, after I made most of my friends, and I just try not something on weekends. I’m still, although SGA allows a large budget of the student-organized Late Knights board, the group attracts an average of about 1,000 students per event, comprised of about 25,000 students.

It’s always been a problem keeping the old traditions connected to new events,” Checko said. “I feel like we’re trying to change that, though, by taking outside the Student Union, encouraging older students to volunteer and increasing our advertising in surrounding apartment complex.’ We just want everyone to know that this is an event for all, not just the freshmen who live on campus.”

Marc Berdevius, a junior who enjoys Late Knights events, agreed with Checko. “I think people think it’s only for freshmen or that it’s so fun, so they don’t come,” Berdevius said. “If people are embarrassed Late Knights and actually came out, they would find it really is a lot of fun.”

As the event approaches, Late Knights has made it a personal task to encourage students to attend the event by advertising in almost every building on campus and decreasing its list of planned activities.

“The event will offer students the opportunity to meet and bond with fellow students while spending their Saturday night in a safe, alcohol-free environment," Checko said.

“If students would like to attend the event, they can visit Late Knight’s Web site at www.ucflateknights.com or visit the Office of Student Involvement in the Student Union."
SGA press, excited for new name

In a news release, "I can't remember another single person whom anywhere this many changes are going to be written in a school's athletics history." The change comes as the president of Division IA announced the name change from the St. Thomas University St. Thomas to the St. Thomas University Saints. The Saints have been in existence since 1951 and have been a member of the NAIA since 1953. The new name will be used for all athletic programs and will be subject to re-evaluation after a year. The new name was chosen to reflect the Saints' long history and tradition.

More lawsuits filed involving print account of child exploitation

Many more lawsuits have been filed involving the print account of a child exploitation case. The case, which was a former Roman Catholic priest accused of sexually abusing minors, has resulted in the Archdiocese of Miami agreeing to pay $20 million to 300 former students who alleged they were abused by the priest, Father Joseph Feeney. The Archdiocese has also agreed to pay $5 million to 200 former students who alleged they were abused by other priests.

More nurses hired filling vacant positions at child exploitation

With the increase in the number of child exploitation cases, more nurses have been hired to fill vacant positions. The Department of Health announced that it has hired 200 nurses to work in hospitals and other facilities to provide care for children who have been abused.

In other news, the Florida Bar has announced that it will award a $10,000 prize to the person who can provide the most information leading to the arrest of the priest accused of sexual abuse.

TEXAS

The Texas University System has announced that it will increase its budget by 5% next year. The increase is due to the economic downturn and the need to maintain quality education.

In other news, the University of Texas at Austin has announced that it will require all students to take a course in ethics. The course will focus on the ethical implications of technology.

WASHINGTON

The Washington Post has announced that it will launch a new national news analysis section, "Politics on the Horizon," to be edited by former White House correspondent Jonathan Topol. The section will be published twice a week and will focus on the political landscape and its impact on the country.

In other news, the Washington Redskins have announced that they will change their name to the "Washington Football Team." The change comes in response to pressure from Native American groups.
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REOPENED YOUTH'S EYES TO CHARITABLE CAUSES

A new sports logo for the University of Central Florida has been unveiled, featuring a red and white design with the words "UCF" and "University of Central Florida." The new logo was designed by Rickabaugh Graphics, an Orlando-based design firm. The university hopes the new logo will help increase awareness of its athletic programs and support from fans.

In other news, the National Institutes of Health has announced that it will increase its funding for stem cell research. The increase is due to the promising results of early-stage research.

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS

In an interview with The New York Times, former President Jimmy Carter said that he believes the United States is facing a crisis in interpersonal communications. Carter said that people are too focused on their own lives and not enough on the needs of others. He called for a return to the values of the 1950s and 1960s, when people were more engaged with their communities.

In other news, the government has said that it will increase its funding for mental health services. The increase is due to the increased need for these services.

NOSE job

A new study has found that people who have had a nose job are more likely to engage in philanthropy. The study, which was conducted by researchers at the University of California, San Francisco, found that people who have had a nose job are more likely to donate money to charity and volunteer their time.

In other news, the government has announced that it will increase its funding for medical research. The increase is due to the promising results of early-stage research.
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By 12:23, Ani Estrada, a junior was at a crossroads. Because it was a large class, Professor wouldn’t mind of her statistics class in the Math and Physics Building. Some of her friends who didn’t have class at the time decided to join her.

“I feel that it’s necessary to show that we are in opposition to the war in Iraq,” Estrada said.

Not just the war, but what Estrada said are UCF’s ties to the military, such as a project in Research Park to develop robots for use in combat.

“Pow, you’re raising us and our valuable time... to help spread the word,” she said.

At 12:33, it was time. Patrick DeCarlo, a member of SIA, stood near Estrada, rose, removed the megaphone from its place on the table and switched it on. Voice booming, he announced that there would be a walkout made a his hands, he kept up a steady rhythm, to which people cheered, others snickered.

DeCarlo, still holding the megaphone, led protesters in a chant saying, “We control our souls.” Behind him was a sign depicting the silhouette of a bomb embossed with the Pegasus logo.

Directly across from him, members of the College Republicans held their own counterprotest. Standing behind U.S. flags, they criticized protesters for not honoring soldiers’ sacrifices to give freedom.

“If it weren’t for our soldiers, we’d all be speaking German in a Nazi region,” said Justin Yolk, executive director of the College Republicans.

Yolk and other CCR members said the protesters ignored the fact that their freedom of speech was being protected by soldiers in Iraq.

“It won’t work for our soldiers in Iraq, they wouldn’t have the right to speak,” said Joe Cutchins, a business management junior.

“Pretty much, we’re here to show people both sides of the story,” he said.

Some people cheered, others boared, and some wept.

Yuri Perez, a junior social work-pending major, said she would have joined the protest if she had heard about it.

“It’s a pretty cool idea if people want to voice their opinions this way,” she said.

A drumbeat began, and ringing in the background, a steady rhythm, to which the protesters marched toward Millican Hall.

Estrada said she supported students’ decisions to walk out, but doubted if it would accomplish much.

“The war’s a mess, and I don’t think anyone will get us out of this,” she said. “But if it’s worthwhile if a walkout makes a difference, but I don’t think it would.”

Estrada and her friends split up, taking seats in the second row, those on each side of the two-sectioned hall. Cutchins began a review, then paused, and at 10 minutes before 12, silently got up and ascended the stairs toward the doors.

By 12:33, the time Estrada returned to the free-assembly zone, a crowd had already formed.

protesters held signs reading, “No more lies” and “Impostors Bash.”
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Beat the No. 17 Gators in Gainesville?

NO SWEAT

Sophomore Kyle Sweat throws 8 shutout innings in victory

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

UCF baseball fans had just one question after the Knights' game on Tuesday: where has this team been all season?

Sophomore Kyle Sweat pitched the best game of his collegiate career as the Knights (18-17) defeated the No. 17 Florida Gators (43-17) on a gloomy night in Gainesville.

Sweat allowed two hits and shut out the Gators (25-20) over eight innings. Sweat entered the first seven batters of the game and retired the last 10 batters he faced. He did not allow a leadoff hitter to reach base.

"That was the most dominating pitching performance we’ve had this year," UCF coach Jay Bergman said. "Sweat was in complete control of the game, physically and mentally."

Sweat threw first-pitch strikes to six of the first seven hitters he faced and kept the Gators guessing by changing his pitch speeds effectively and owning the inside part of the plate.

"Our basic philosophy has always been to be able to pitch inside," Bergman said. "If we can pitch inside, we can work the outer half of the plate. "We really haven’t had the pitchers this year to pitch inside. And you see what happens when it works."

Sweat was expected to be the Knights' top starter in 2007, and he was the team's opening day starter on Feb. 3 against Florida International.

But after compiling a 10.57 ERA over his first two starts, Sweat was moved out of the rotation and pitched in the bullpen.

Tuesday was Sweat's second moundstart back of the season. "When I found out I was starting this game, I knew I had to give it my all," Sweat said. "I just tried to keep them off balance."

Sweat certainly did that. Bergman was so impressed with Sweat's performance he's been moved back into the rotation.
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MELISSA HEYDORN
Sports Writer

The UCF softball team improved to 30-27 on the season after splitting a doubleheader with Florida Atlantic on Wednesday and taking a road game from Jacksonville 4-2 Tuesday night.

Led by two dynamic pitching performances, both teams earned half-way victories in the two-game series Wednesday.

In game one of the doubleheader, the Golden Knights' Allison Kline threw a complete-game shutout, allowing just two hits and one walk while striking out six. The win was Kline's fifth of the season.

The Knights connected first in the second inning, using three hits to grab the early 1-0 lead.

After Kline would get the first out of the inning, Brenda Javier and Hillary Barrow would each put back-to-back singles to right and left field respectively. Lindsay Dean would strike out the next at bat, but it wouldn't matter, as Megan Murphy would hit an RBI single up the middle, plating Javier from second.

Morgan Baillie would strike out to end the inning and the Knights scoring would end at one. UCF would prove that one run was all they needed, as both teams' starting pitchers shut down the respective offenses for the rest of the game.

Florida Atlantic's starting pitcher, Kathryn Staalfe, threw a five-hit complete game. Staalfe allowed just two hits on the night after UCF's second-inning run.

Leading the Knights offensive was Kacie Feaster, who went 2-for-3 at the plate. Javier, Barrow and Murphy each had one hit for the Knights as well.

Jenna Lopez was FAU's offensive leader, grabbing both of the Owls hits on the night.
Sweat had two hits. Vazquez led off with a single to left and moved to second on a walk. After a sacrifice to center, he scored when Nick Reynolds' sacrifice fly to right-center scored him.

**KnightSports**

**AUBURN HILLS, Mich. — Tayshaun Prince scored 11 points and hit the decisive basket with 11 seconds left Wednesday to lead the Detroit Pistons over the Orlando Magic 91-87 and clinch home-court advantage in the first round of the NBA playoffs.**

The Pistons won their fifth straight and 10th in their last 11 games.

With the victory, the Pistons earned the No. 1 seed in the Eastern Conference and assured themselves of at least a first-round bye in the playoffs. They'll face the winner of the Miami Heat-Boston Celtics series, which was tied at 1-1 after Orlando won Game 2 on Tuesday.

The Magic, who beat Detroit in the first round three of the last four years, missed the chance to win their first round series since the 1996 season.

Prince, who scored 30 points in Game 3, converted two free throws after being fouled by Orlando's Robert Horry with 11 seconds left to tie the game at 88. He then hit a jump shot with 11 seconds remaining to give the Pistons the lead for good.

The Magic, who came in just 1-5 in the playoffs, were 3 of 3 from the foul line in the final 11 seconds to bring the lead to 10. Prince was 2 of 2 from the foul line in the same span.

The Pistons snapped the Magic's season by winning three straight games after losing Game 1.

The Magic had won the first two games of the series, but they lost on the road in Game 3.

**Dennis Rodman said Wednesday he was considering retiring from the NBA if he would be demoted to a backup role for the Los Angeles Lakers this season.**

Rodman, who is in his 14th NBA season, has averaged 7.9 points and 6.4 rebounds per game. He helped the Lakers win NBA championships in 1987 and 1988.

Rodman said he would consider retiring if he were not guaranteed a significant role on the team.
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The Magic are 2-1 in their last three games and have lost four of their last five.
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It's practically a given that the mentally impaired audiences that make up the base of this film's popularity will be left unsatisfied. In corner one, we have the giddy bunch from Aqua Teen Hunger Force Colon Movie Film for Theaters. Either perpetually under the influence or just behaving like it, this film about the adventures of a trio of slacker fast food items is packed to the brim with non sequiturs and foul-mouthed eccentricity as could be anticipated—and perhaps feared. They're a crowd you either run with or run from, and even if you think they'reC

Still, if you truly think they're too cool for school, perhaps you'd best wait until they crash at your house. In corner two, we have the suburban sleuths of Disturbia, led by a housebound teenage voyer who suspects his neighbor of being a killer. Yeah, we saw Rear Window too, but it's a touchy subject. Try not to mention it around them.

ATHF leads pack of new films that leave fans, audiences unsatisfied

William Goss, Staff Writer

They're a crowd you either run with or run from, and even if you think they're running enough to keep up with a damned catchy beat might be more than enough for even their biggest fans. Admittedly, if you truly think they're too cool for school, perhaps you'd best wait until they crash at your house. In corner two, we have the suburban sleuths of Disturbia, led by a housebound teenage voyer who suspects his neighbor of being a killer.
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They're a crowd you either run with or run from, and even if you think they're running enough to keep up with a damned catchy beat might be more than enough for even their biggest fans. Admittedly, if you truly think they're too cool for school, perhaps you'd best wait until they crash at your house. In corner two, we have the suburban sleuths of Disturbia, led by a housebound teenage voyer who suspects his neighbor of being a killer.
**MOVIE TIMES**

**GHOSTBLOWER: a freaky ride into confusion**

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

Cobblestone unleashed new music on the world Tuesday.

The second film of Ghostblower and Silthrom is the 69th release for the band over the last three years.

While listening to Ghostblower, you will notice quite a diverse selection of instruments. However, there is no FXing, no tuba, and no technically savvy string manipulation.

Instead, you'll hear the sound of car keys jangling the camera, bell buttons clicking the floor and the whirring and release of your favorite musical jewelry box.

The creepy ballads are strangely inviting and sound as though they're being played through in real time.

The music's unique composition has Cobblestone firmly cementing in the contemporary music world.

Where to have for this choice? Blanca and Sierra County — two sisters co-share a fondness for blending the sounds made from household objects to create a personal style that relates to the other strange music up of their needs.

The sisters describe their musical union as a "Wendy date arranged by angels,"

The female-vocalists sound like young 15-year-old nasal-voiced versions of Bjork and CocoRosie, Mandy Gray enlists the 10 years of chain-smoking needed to obtain the raspy quality.

The high-pitched voices have a tendency to become overwhelming and annoying, but the music is so out-of-the-ordinary it makes it hard to change the song.

The audience put the entire lyrical content and some open-minded enough to enjoy the artistic value, this just might be a keeper. At first listen, audiences may find themselves trying to figure out in which language the lyrics are sung. But, when we understand assistance aside, it's actually plain old English.

The recordings sound ambience can be a good explanation for this impression. The album's entire approach is a Paris-styled. The album's entire approach is a Paris-styled?

PARK AVE JUNIOR TOP 5 SISLES:

1. The Academy is / Sound / Atlantic
2. Poison the Wall / Versions / Vertigo
3. Ollie Slay / Stay / Sony
4. Timbaland / Shock Value / Universal
5. Almost / Southern Weather / Virgin

---
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**Mellow out with yellow, the top color for spring**

JAMIE SALISBURY

Each season has its own signature color, and this year's color is spring yellow.

Students wearing yellow shirts, accessories and shoes can be spotted all over campus, and one of the most popular ways to wear yellow is with a tank top or polo.

Tara McCluer, a 19-year-old freshman majoring in advertising and public relations, is one such yellow-wearing student. She bought her yellow tank top from Old Navy because she said it has a lot of yellow appeal.

"I'm a casual person," McCluer said — that's why she likes to pair her yellow tank with jeans.

Andieta Williams, a 20-year-old senior majoring in accounting, said she bought her yellow polo shirt from American Eagle Outfitters because it was a different color to add to her wardrobe, and it is made of accounting student. She bought her yellow tank top is Caline Etienne, a 22-year-old sophomore majoring in business management; She purchased her yellow tank from Forever 21 because of the color, she likes to wear it when it is hot. "It doesn't soak up the sun too much," Etienne said. She also said she has a fan of pairing her yellow tank with jeans. A final fan of the yellow tank is Callie Tenier, a 23-year-old senior majoring in business management. She purchased her yellow tank because she is a fan of pairing her yellow tank with jeans, and Callie Tenier wears yellow because it is her favorite color.

below is my favorite color," Tenier said. "I prefer to wear yellow tank with light-colored jeans and anything that makes the yellow stand out, like dark colors such as green and blue."

"I love to wear it with other colors that make the yellow pop," Tenier said. "Yellow can be paired with other bright colors that popular for the spring season as well.

Whether you wear your yellow to class, downtown, or to the beach, be assured that yellow is the very place, or the new black—we can't remember.
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A man sits alone on a dimly lit stage. He is bored in the situa-
tion that he finds himself in. His black and white wardrobe, illuminated only by the moon, makes him look like a ghost. The show has nearly begun. But there is no announcement of this, and if you're not paying attention waiting for it, you'll never know what to expect.

Dullly and unevenly, the narrator begins his task. The command words reach so far that even the people in the the-
established audience are able to hear. The information he provides is woefully rote, as their antics wear their performances.

The Rocky Horror Show is the story of a single evening spent in the life of a home in a small town. The story documents their attempts at finding themselves and their friends. Though the production may seem like a melodrama, the cast and crew were able to make their own show's success a reality, and they hope that others will find the same sense of wonder and complete shock from their performance of the show.

This is the story of a man named Rocky, the Love Interest (Sarah with the performances). He is a man of libertine values, the show's story of the many love triangles could have worn out Jerry Springer.

What a pity that not a single one was found to be the one. The show's story of the many love triangles could have worn out Jerry Springer.

Tonight, she and the rest of the cast take the stage. She is the show's main character, and she is one of the few who have a sleazy journalist (Bruce Willis) trying to get the low-down on a big-time ad executive. She is the show's main character, and she is one of the few who have a sleazy journalist (Bruce Willis) trying to get the low-down on a big-time ad executive.

The actors engaged audience members by storming the aisles for certain musical numbers and even trying to open a foot or two with freestyle dance. Each actor was decked out in a combination of black and neon, alternating colors of the rainbow.

Overall, the production was an incredible success and suc-
cessfully impressed the audiences who had the opportunity to wit-
established the audience. The show's story of the many love triangles could have worn out Jerry Springer.

The Rocky Horror Show fea-
tured enough sexual innuendos, alternating colors of the rainbow, hordes on hulking Vikings, minions.

Tonight, she and the rest of the cast take the stage. She is the show's main character, and she is one of the few who have a sleazy journalist (Bruce Willis) trying to get the low-down on a big-time ad executive.

The show's story of the many love triangles could have worn out Jerry Springer.

For more information visit: http://theatertickets.com
EARN UP TO $170/MO. donating plasma regularly

 спецiаl $10 OFFER for $5 extra on 2nd and 4th donation.

I'M A STUDENT AND A PLASMA DONOR

DCI Biologicals

Find out how thousands of students save lives and earn cash by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture unique medicines for people with various illnesses.

1900 Avis Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-325-9110

LIFEGUARD JOB FAIR

Wednesday, April 25 • 7PM - 8:30PM
Disney's Typhoon Lagoon Water Park

Lifeguards at the Walt Disney World® Resort have more — more options, more respect, and more fun. If you're ready to make dreams come true and have fun at the same time, stop by the Lifeguard Job Fair. Walt Disney World® Lifeguards receive:

• Paid training with Ellis and Associates, Inc.
• Weekly pay
• Theme Park admission
• Access to Mickey's Retreat, a recreation area for Cast Members and their guests
• Discounted rates at select dining, merchandise, and recreation locations
• And much more!

Please bring a swimsuit and towel.

For more information or to schedule an interview at another time call the Walt Disney World® Jobline at 407-828.1000 or visit www.WaltDisneyWorld.jobs

HELP WANTED: General

WALT DISNEY WORLD, INC.

Walt Disney World®, Disney's Hollywood Studios®, Disney's Animal Kingdom, Disney's Typhoon Lagoon, Disney's Blizzard Beach and Disney's Boardwalk Inn & Villas are seeking enthusiastic, team-oriented individuals to join our team of dedicated associates.

Expected to start: Remaining 2017

Monday - Friday: 8:00AM - 5:00PM

Salary: $14.07 - $15.00

For more information call 407-828-1000 or visit www.WaltDisneyWorld.jobs

Movers/Drivers

Two Men and a Truck® (Walt Disney World®)

Two Men and a Truck® is looking for full-time Movers/Drivers! Must be willing to work weekends and holidays. If you have a valid CDL-A, consider getting your license now and join our crew.

For more information call 407-828-1000 or visit www.WaltDisneyWorld.jobs

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting a study for people comparing the effects of Concord grape juice on body antioxidant status.

For your participation in this study you will receive:
• Brief Physical Exam
• Complete Blood Work
• EKG Testing
• Body Composition Analysis
• $200 Compensation

To qualify you must be a healthy female, normal weight, non-smoking, and between 20 and 50 years of age. You must be able to participate in 2 separate double-blind stays.

For more information please call 407-303-4611
Looking For Phone Sales
3259 Sheafleigh Blvd. Corporate Park, Suite 400 Orlando, FL 32817
Day & Evening Shifts
Including some weekend shifts.
407-886-2266 www.varianttravel.com

Tourism Travel
We promote a positive environment with business casual dress, full benefits, and paid training. You get paid each week, hourly + commissions & bonuses. Sales experience preferred but not essential.

Only 1/2 Mile from UCF
Walk-ins Welcome 11:00am-4:00pm M-F

Are your talents being overlooked?

SONIC
America's Drive-In
Sonic Franchise Looking for MANAGEMENT with spirit.
Quick Service Restaurant experience preferred. Potential to earn 60K.
Locations throughout Orlando and Haines City

Call Kevin @ 407-276-0308
kurtfranchise@sonicdrivein.com
1-800-997-3663 (X130)

Job Openings

Administrative Unit
Strategic Planning Coordinator
Internal Affairs Coordinator
Attorney General
Comptroller
Deputy Comptroller
Business Strategist

Governmental Affairs Unit
Governmental Affairs Director
Student Lobbying Coordinator
Judicial Advisor (2 positions available)

Campus Life Unit
Director of Campus Life
Multicultural Affairs Coordinator
Diversity Initiatives Coordinator
Transportation Coordinator
Athletic Relations Coordinator
Spirit and Traditions Coordinator

Student Advocacy Unit
Director of Student Advocacy
Housing & Safety Coordinator
Student Advocacy Coordinator

Student Organizations and Agencies Coordinator
Greek Affairs Coordinator
Graduate Affairs Coordinator

University Relations Unit
Director of University Relations
Academic Services Coordinator
Environmental & Sustainability Coordinator
Community and Outreach Coordinator

[Outreach Team]
Area Campus Coordinator
(1) Eastern
(1) Southern Region
(1) Rosen and Digital Media

Communications Unit
Director of Communications
Public Relations Coordinator
Web Technician
Graphic Designer (2 positions available)

Application Due By:
Friday, April 13, 2007 at 5 pm
Interviews:
Between 9 am - 5 pm, Mon - Fri, April 16-20
All Applications must be time stamped by the SGA Secretary by 5 pm on Friday, April 13, 2007 and turned into the SGA Presidential Secretary. Applicants will be contacted about the interview process.
Applications can be picked up from the SGA office
Student Union 214
Check the SGA web site for more information
SGA.UCF.EDU

Looking for Welders - WAHLER:
Company: Wahlco/Poolco
Location: Winter Park Florida
Salary: $13.00 to $15.00

Requirements:
Must have a valid Florida drivers license
Must have a valid Florida CDL, Class A
Must have at least 2 years of experience in truck driving
Must be reliable

Contact Information:
E-mail: ernie@wahlco.com
Phone: 352-669-0777

Welder/Plumber - WAHLER:
Company: Wahlco/Poolco
Location: Winter Park Florida
Salary: $13.00 to $15.00

Requirements:
Must have a valid Florida drivers license
Must have a valid Florida CDL, Class A
Must have at least 2 years of experience in truck driving
Must be reliable

Contact Information:
E-mail: ernie@wahlco.com
Phone: 352-669-0777
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Company: Wahlco/Poolco
Location: Winter Park Florida
Salary: $13.00 to $15.00

Requirements:
Must have a valid Florida drivers license
Must have a valid Florida CDL, Class A
Must have at least 2 years of experience in truck driving
Must be reliable

Contact Information:
E-mail: ernie@wahlco.com
Phone: 352-669-0777

Welder/Plumber - WAHLER:
Company: Wahlco/Poolco
Location: Winter Park Florida
Salary: $13.00 to $15.00

Requirements:
Must have a valid Florida drivers license
Must have a valid Florida CDL, Class A
Must have at least 2 years of experience in truck driving
Must be reliable

Contact Information:
E-mail: ernie@wahlco.com
Phone: 352-669-0777
There's no such thing as the perfect job. There is, however, the perfect career for you.

Now Hiring*
For more information, contact

Tommie Hart
Regional Administrator
(407) 679-5710 ext. 107
affoc.com

*affoc.com American Family Life Assurance Company of Columbus (affoc) offers opportunities for motivated civil engineers. To learn more and to apply online, visit

www.princeteeninc.com

Phelps has exciting career opportunities, including summer internships, for motivated civil engineers. To learn more and to apply online, visit

www.princeteeninc.com

PRINCE T EEN INC.
Looking to buy a home? Now is a GREAT time to BUY! Give me a call today to FIND YOUR DREAM HOME

Keith Zacharski, Realtor
(407) 625-0900
www.DreamHomesOfOrlando.com

KELLER WILLIAMS

BRAND NEW!
LUXURY STUDENT COMMUNITY

DESIGNER LEATHER FURNITURE PACKAGE
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007!

407-277-3422
JEFFERSONVILLAGEUCF.COM

JPI MANAGED - THE BEST RESIDENT SERVICE IN TOWN
RESERVE YOUR PLACE TODAY!

www.JeffersonVillageUCF.com